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Abstract 

This paper discusses that the high technology talents will become dominantly source for us to cultivate them, so the more attention 

needs to pour into their training with sustainability. There is many subject whose target may create innovative technological product 

serving our modern society, therein their capacity could be boosted again and again no matter what the situation meets like depressing 

temporarily and difficulty we can meet. So if the prospective is good the relatively searching has to process continuously like stabilizing 

mood to study when we are young. From all the aspects we could go on studying our research and investigating relevant field for the 

sake of attaining our heart target and could be responsible for producing enough results and risk. At the same time, papers in database 

will be enough utilized when we don’t know and acknowledge one thing in detail whose role may like lighter in darkness provided us 

enough confidence and faith, so the cutting edge knowledge has to be obtained through indexing literature from library. 
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Introduction 

In modern society many high technique will be needed to innovate 

and promote our live quality and level through our continuously 

endeavour. Thereby the innovation will become more prevalent 

than before. The research also is entry new level and field to look 

for new mechanism for new function and new finding. With using 

those new ones the more excellent product would be created and 

applied to relevant performance on products. Then the new 

performance will be processing through certain assembling into 

product like chip, motor, hydraulic system, circuit. Here chip may 

be software and others will be hardware which may cooperate to 

work for the sake of completing its defining function with 

processing mutual coordination sustainably [1]. Mathematics 

talents have been significant in modern society who could finish 

complicated course to resolve the very difficult problems often, for 

the sake of promoting society progress many those talents have to 

be needed urgently. Furthermore the new subject like quantum 

dynamics, robotics and AI (artificial intelligence) computer field 

could have wanted to pursue sophisticated computation to prove its 

feasibility and optimum design. They are used not only in 

technology but also used in economy like many modelling 

establishment to predict the tendency for deciding tactic. So we 

have to emphasize it from talents recruitment to their logistics for 

guaranteeing their smoothly doing research in resolving difficult 

problem met in science exploration [2]. Eventually many 

compositions could combine into integrating system for wielding 

their different performance respectively. If we need new functions 

just upon regulating conditions and trialing again until it may be 

finished to attain the requirement of our intention. New function 

just likes lamp irrigating our world for becoming a successful 

indicator and encourages our spirit and mind to realize our heart 

target which could become an innovative resource and bring up 

new more money since it carry out earning opportunity [3]. 
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Discussions  

The chip part, literature indexing & Trip 

The chip technology, known as the cornerstone of modern science 

and technology, is constantly promoting the progress of human 

society. It is like a tiny universe, containing countless sparks of 

innovation, constantly challenging human understanding of the 

limits of science and technology. It can be utilized widely in 

robotic, computer part, vehicle etc where its function will be 

exhibiting excellent one. Furthermore it could judge like a man to 

make a decision for a complicated situation and sometimes even 

beyond human being like Alphago dealing with Weiqi. Thereby the 

strategic plan would be made and process soft programme design 

for multi utilities by us periodically and sustainability. We should 

bring into many human for that destination and realize early the 

artificial intelligence technique progressively and dedicated to 

society and world improvement constantly. Chip technology, like 

a sophisticated mechanical brain, connects the digital world with 

the physical world through tiny wires and transistors. It not only 

changes the way we live, but also promotes innovation and 

development in all walks of life. From smart homes to autonomous 

driving, from medical diagnosis to aerospace, chip technology 

shines everywhere. However, the development of chip technology 

has not been smooth sailing. It needs continuous innovation, 

optimization and upgrading to cope with increasingly complex and 

demanding application scenarios. In this process, we have seen the 

efforts and efforts of countless scientific researchers, who have 

created the brilliance of chip technology with their wisdom and 

sweat.In the future, with the continuous development of chip 

technology, we believe that it will bring more surprises and 

changes to human society. Let us look forward to the bright future 

that this technology will bring us, but also pay attention to its 

security and sustainable development, and jointly protect the 

beauty of this planet. 

Chinese Technological Journal Database》has below functions: 1. 

China unique normally published journal Database; 2. China 

unique maintaining Journal origin Database; 3. Chinese Academy 

of Science unique usefulness Chinese Journal full text Database; 4. 

Technique searching new area usefulness frequently Chinese 

journal full text Database; 5. 《Chinese scientific cited Database

》(CSCD), 《Chinese medicine literature Database》(CBM disc), 

unique full text linked Database; 6. Google scholar searching 

channel domestic biggest cooperation resource; 7. China culture 

information resource sharing engineering sharing Database; 8. 

Unique honour national technology progress three award; 9. 

Unique with academy vocabulary normal keywords indexing, 

providing expertise synonyms indexing one; 10. China supporting 

African medicine defined one. 《Chinese Technological Journal 

Database》has been China biggest digital Journal database which 

is focused widely and generally praised. Resent it possesses to 

include HongKong, Macao, Taiwan 2,000 units big institution 

customer which has been one of China digital library 

constructional key source, important composition part in university 

library literature guarantee system. It is also processing R 

&D(research &development) researcher verifying and technology 

checking new essential database.  

On June 13th, 2024 <Jiupai News> has known from <Quna Er> 

plat that recently China and New Zealand has recovered many 

airlines and plans airline amount exceeded 2019. National airline, 

Eastern one, Chuan one has airline directly flight to Auckland and 

through Guotai Airline, New Zealand airline transferring. Beijing, 

Shanghai, Guiangzhou, Shenzhen, Hangzhou, Chengdu, Haikou 

cities can directly fly to Auckland. Vacation Beijing round trip 

Auckland ticket price will be about 5,000 yuan. [4] China hopes 

New Zealand includes unilateral free visa nation scope and hope 

New Zealand provides more convenience for Chinese. Thereby the 

more traveller can go New Zealand visiting and maintaining for a 

while about one month that may become very conveniently 

visiting. There is more money to spend New Zealand by Chinese 

travelling there and many opportunities for commercial behavior 

to explore. So we can take more people to enjoin the convenient 

trip.  

2.2 Stock market price trending with sustainability 

The eight times earning with 699yuan/year has been including 1. 

Profit 1,012 yuan; 2. Profit 240 and 846 yuan respectively; 3. 

Earning 786 yuan; 4. Earning 3,500yuan; 5. Earning 804yuan; 6. 

Profit 421 yuan; 7. Profit 1.015 yuan; profit 8. 3,000 and 2,000 

yuan with two days respectively. On the other hand, [Haiyuan 

Fucai] and [Fuda Limt] strong force has been attained and increase 

limiting; [Shanghai Beiling] has gained T+1 and strong increase 

limiting.; [Liyuan Limt] has increased 8% with T+3 IA 15%; 

[Guanxi Energy] has increased 3% with T+3 IA beyond 20%. In 

past cross week good one they are that [Xujidian] has been 

attaining IA(increase amplitude) 25%; [Rifa Prec] has exceeded IA 

8%; [Taiying Changzheng] has increased IA beyond 25%. How 

long are you not owning these stocks? The cooperation has not 

been so difficult. Yesterday information in internal stock pool gold 

one may provide that [Juncheng Tech] has attained T+1 and big IA 

20% which has been a continuously good one. [2] [Zhilifang] has 

been low starting and high operating, strongly IA beyond 11%. 

With regards to initial 60, the small and middle capital can follow 

with 18 yuan price and 1,000 shares is available. The choosing 

principle would be quickness, precision, seriousness three rules. 

Yashang Investment &Counsel Corp. has included <Magic cube 

intelligent choosing>、<Index arcade>、<Precise classes>、

<Sweeping thunder pioneer>、<Day report pointing eyes> 

programs for the sake of promoting investment knowledge and 

experience and advantageous assistant counselor. [2] [Crossing 
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month ones king] has recommended that buying price will be 12.6 

yuan and owning one period may be 2~4 days generally. 
Table 1 The Stocks name and IA(increase amplitude) status [6]. 

No. Stock Name Price, Yuan IA, % 

1 Fuji Rui 17 +0.34 

2 Baike Bio 31 +1.03 

3 Jingjin Electric 4 -1.4 

4 ST Navigation 25 +2.4 

5 Jingdong Fang A 4 -0.24 

6 XD Shengxiang 

Sheng 

18 -0.17 

7 Aopu Mai 37 +2.6 

8 Zhongrun 

Optical 

19 +0.05 

 

Table 1 shows that situation of stock market recently trend 

developing in CCTV-2, where [ST Navigation] and [Aopu Mai] 

has realized the maximum IA with +2.4% and +2.6% to be 25 

yuand and 37 yuan respectively. [Haoshang Hao] with code No. 

001298 has attained strong IL(increase limiting) whilst [Dongfang 

Jiasheng] with No. 002889 could arrive anti force SIL. [Xiehe 

Electro] has attained six continuing SIL. [Haofeng Tech] 

&[Huasheng Tech] may reach IA 7% respctively. [5] The former 

has gained SIL again and attained four continuing IL.[Kaipu 

Inspect] can become IL and realize two continuing plates whilst 

[Yongan Xing] could experience regulation and IA 10%. [BeiShi 

Da] has realized 20CM SIL whist [Shenghui Tech] impacted 

19.9CM. At the same time, [Zhengzhong Design] may realize SIL 

and pushing two days two continuing plates. [Huafa Stock] has 

realized stability IA 6.9% pushing on June 3rd, 2024. [Wanji Tech] 

&[Xiehe Electro] can realize beyond IA 20CM together [5]. 

 

Conclusion 

The high technique chip is about to form the most sophisticated and 

rapidly computing ability applied to computer for us to utilize its 

maximum computation speed and information amount. Small scale 

like three nano meters super one is able to be manufactured by us 

which means the more advancing technology may be completing 

for the sake of becoming facilitated our dealing accommodation 

and speed. Its application has to be processing in low temperature 

-130℃ which make the difficulty for producing the CPU(central 

processing Unit) key parts. The new quantum computer CPU 

manufacturing technology would process application experiment 

now. Thereby, we have not known that the commercialization is to 

be feasible or not, which expresses to meet a certain difficulty in 

front of us. However the research for developing its performance 

boosting has to process continuously. The detail research and 

developing will realize smallness CPU fitting to desktop and 

portable ones. We should know the issue in front of us still the low 

temperature one for our scientist and engineer to resolve 

sustainable that problem. The stocks trend will be exhibiting that 

there is still opportunity for us to deal with it. Finding the 

opportunity could become investors beneficial now. The stock 

modelling will wield its usefulness to solving certain tasks like 

price, share, maximum profit etc. with detailing situation in 

practice operation.  
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